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1. Introduction
RTT 44 relay is an electronic system detecting and recording temperature excess in transformers and
motors.

2. Application
RTT 44 system is intended to control temperature of dry-type and raisin transformers, as well as
motors equipped with Pt100 or PTC temperature sensors. The system can control maximum five temperature
thresholds.
The system's output consists of relays with switchable contacts.

3. Technical data:
Nominal Voltage:
Maximum absorbed power:
Number of inputs:
Nominal switching resistance:
Delay for connecting D and E lines:
Number of outputs:
Measuring range for Pt100:
Maximum switch current:
Maximum switch power:
Maximum switch voltage:
Ambient temperature (operation):
Ambient temperature (storage):
Protection:
Electrical resistance of insulation
Protection class:
Dimensions:
- Width:
- Length:
- Height :
Weight:
Cable glands:
Colour:

42 – 240 V AC or 42 – 240 V DC without switching
6W
5 (max. 5 PTC sensors can be connected to each-series connection,
total nominal resistance lower than1 kΏ or Pt100 sensor)
1kΏ for PTC
setting from 1 to 100 seconds
5 switchable ones
-25 oC to +220 oC
250VAC/30VDC/8A (Schrack RY210012)
2000VA
400V AC
-25 to 55°C
-25 to 80°C
Automatic disconnection of supply
> 2,5 kV, 50Hz , 1minute
IP 55
160 mm+ 22 mm (cable glands M20)
188 mm
106 mm
approx. 0.5 kg
3xM20 + 1xM16/PG9
RAL 7035

4. Installation
The system should be installed mechanically to the base, by means of M4 or M5 screws, through
openings in the lower part of the casing. Dimensions are provided in drawing No 6, along with openings
spacing dimensions.
Connect power supply along with the protecting cable, sensors and switchable contacts, as needed.
The system does not require adjustment. Any operational position can be chosen. Section of the cable that
can be connected to terminals cannot be larger than 2.5 mm2 .It is recommended to use a line of 1 mm2 or
1.5 mm2 section.
To facilitate installation RTT 44 block diagrams and its terminals are presented in the drawing
provided inside the casing.
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5. Design
Maximum 5 PTC sensors of resistance 1 kΩ can be connected to the device measurement inputs for
nominal temperature or 5 Pt100 sensors (depending on settings).
Each of the connected sensors is checked within its own meter circuit. Signals from meter circuits
are transmitted to a microcontroller which decides about switching the output relays on or off, controls the
display (WTT44 option) and transmits the results further, by means of RS232 or RS485 connection
(option). There is also the option of the current output 4-20mA.
The impulse feeder used in the device enables correct operation at voltage within a range 42-240 V AC/DC
without any switching.
The system technology is patented.
External connections diagram is presented in the drawing inside the casing and in the operation manual.

6. Programming
Factory default settings of temperature ranges for each RTT44 system and type of sensors are set
according to the order. D and E relays response is also programmed. Detailed types of operation are
described below. Programming RTT44 is also possible from the installed touch keyboard. All changes
possible to be made from the keyboard are protected by a 4 digit password. The password, along with
factory settings, is provided with the documentation. The password cannot be changed or blocked.
ATTENTION
The description below pertains to RTT44 system along with all options. Some settings and way of
functioning can be inaccessible, depending on the RTT44 system version. Details can be found in chapter:
Options and ordering.
Type of sensor for each channel is factory set, and can be changed using the device keyboard. For PTC
sensors 1, 3 and 4 mode has been defined, while for Pt100 there are modes 5, 6, 7 and 9.

For each output relay the following operation modes can be programmed:
Mode 0
 On channel A, B, C or D: channel inactive. Output relay is always off and temperature for this
channel set to mode 0 is not measured, nor is monitored in fault signalisation mode.
 Channel E: fault signalisation – relay E is normally on. When there is a short or break in any Pt100
input circuit, relay E is turned off. After the fault condition is no longer present, the relay will stay off for
specified time TAW (0-20s), then will be turned on, signalising normal operation of the device.
 Choosing mode 0 for channel D and mode 9 for channel E moves the fault signalisation routine to
output relay D. Channel D input must be connected to Pt100 sensor, which is used in channel E mode 9.
This sensor is also monitored by fault signalisation.
Mode 1
A PTC sensor is connected to the input. The relay's status depends on Kn (n=1,2,3,4,5) input (adequately, input A
for rely A, etc.). The relay switches on when the temperature is exceeded.
Mode 2
The relay is activated after Tn(n=1,2,3,4,5) period from supply feeding.
Mode 3
A PTC sensor is connected to the input. The relay becomes active when temperature is exceeded in the
matching slotted section Kn(n=1,2,3,4,5), (adequately, sensor A for relay A, etc.) and it switches off after
Tn(n=1,2,3,4,5) period from temperature drop at the matching sensor.
Mode 4
For PTC sensors in A, B and C line the relay becomes active when temperature of A, B or C sensor is
exceeded and it is switched off when all temperature ranges for A, B and C sensors have dropped.
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Mode 5
The system co-functions with Pt100 sensor. The relay is switched off after exceeding THn (n=1,2,3,4,5), and
becomes active when the value drops below TLn(n=1,2,3,4,5) (each relay controls temperature of its matching
sensor).
Mode 6
In A, B and C lines there must be Pt100 sensors. The relay becomes active after exceeding THn (n=1,2,3)
temperature in A, B or C line and it switches off when all temperature values (A, B, C) drop below
Tln(n=1,2,3).
Mode 7
In A, B and C lines there must be Pt100 sensors. The relay switches off when temperature in line A, B or C
is exceeded and it becomes active again when all temperature values drop below TLn(n=1,2,3) and Tn(n=4,5) time
elapses.
Mode 8
The relay copies B relay operation.
Mode 9
In D and E lines there must be Pt100 sensors. E sensor should be located outside the transformer's chamber
and D sensor should be inside the transformer's chamber. Basin on the temperatures difference the system
detects possibility of dew formation on the transformer and signals this by activating the relay. Temperature
difference between sensors can be changed within the range 0°C-15°C.
Attention:
Mode 8 refers to A, C, D and E channels.
Mode 9 refers to E line.
Other modes can be set at each line.
Mode 0 acts differently on channels A, B, C, D and differently for channel E.

7. Brief operation manual
When power supply is connected, information about the company is displayed ad then, after approx.
2 secs., the system is tested.
The LCD display used here (option) has a 4 line matrix, 20 characters in each line.
During normal operation short information about the device operation is displayed on the LCD.
Specially designed touch keyboard is fully electronic and does not contain any mechanical elements
(restricted wear). It is equipped with 10 numeric buttons (0-9), P button (return, exit) and E button (confirm
inserted data).
An example display view, with the main screen:

Main screen

In the first line a symbol name of the relay is displayed (A, B, C, D, E) along with the matching operation
mode (1-9), e.g. A-6 means that for a relay in line A mode 6 has been selected.
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In the second line there is brief information about the current status of the output relay:
 ON – the relay is on (RWŁ - for mode 9)
 OFF – the relay is off (RWY – for mode 9)
and, when the wiring or sensors are damaged:
 SHC - short-circuit in the sensor's circuit
 BRC - break in the sensor's circuit
The third line is to display current temperature of sensors for particular lines (only when Pt100 sensors are
used). If a damage occurs (no sensor, shorted sensor) dashes (---) appear instead of temperature.
The last, fourth line, displays the current date and system time.
Designation of other displayed abbreviations:
 TL - threshold temperature for the relay's activation
 TH - threshold temperature for the relay's deactivation
By pressing any of the keys one can proceed to MENU consisting of 3 screens displayed one by one (1/3,
2/3, 3/3) for several seconds. From there, by pressing a suitable key, one can realize various functions and
settings presented later on in the manual.
The MENU screen is presented in the drawings below:

MENU 1/3 screen

MENU 2/3 screen

MENU 3/3 screen
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a)

Setting the clock and system data

Clock setting is possible if the keyboard is provided. Otherwise the time is set by default.
●
press (6) button
●
enter the password provided with the documentation
●
when the clock screen with a flashing grate is displayed enter the current date and time in suitable
places and confirm that by pressing (E) button
●
confirm setting of the new time and date by pressing (E) button or abort it by pressing (P) to go back
to the main screen

An example of a display with the system date and time screen:

Clock screen

The system will inform about data insert and will go back to the main menu by displaying the following
message:

Confirmation screen for inserting clock changes

b)

Change of factory settings.

●
having entered MENU select the change of settings for the required channel (0-5)
●
enter the password provided with the documentation
●
when menu for a given A-E channel appears set the required operation mode 1-8, threshold
temperatures TL and TH and then confirm the changes by pressing E button.
An example of the display with settings screen for A channel:
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Settings screen for B channel

c)

Restoring the factory settings

Restoring all settings of RTT44 system to factory settings is possible from MENU screen:
●
press (9) button
●
when a message with selection confirmation request appears, press (E) button to go back to factory
settings, or press (P) to abort
●
having restored the factory settings the system will restart the system

Factory settings restore screen

d)

Recording of temperatures exceeding

RTT44 system is equipped with a temperature exceed recorder.
In the RTT44's pcb there is a jumper protecting against recording - marked on the pcb as ZWR.
Until the jumper is removed, the system does not record anything. When the jumper is removed and
supply is fed, the system knows that recording should begin. Putting the jumper back to its place does not
stop recording.
Attention:
The jumper should be removed when the system installation on the transformer has been completed and
when sensors have been added, to avoid incorrect recording.
Since the moment the jumper is removed, the system remembers max. 3 temperature excess values and time
when they occurred, separately for each channel. Readout is possible in the display and by means of
transmission to an external computer. Without the keyboard readout takes place when the jumper is put back
to its place.
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Temperature exceeding record screen

Preview of current recorded values is possible from MENU screen in the following way:
●
press (7) button
●
when the temperature exceeding screen appears 3 maximum temperature excess values and time
when they occurred will be displayed, for each channel separately, automatically switching next
channels every several seconds
●
going back to the main menu is possible by pressing (P) button

e)

Options and ordering.

RTT44 – (RTT44 order) – basic version is equipped with 5 sensor inputs and 5 relay inputs factoryprogrammed according to the specification, an LCD for readout of temperature and recorded maximum
values, and a touch keyboard to insert setting values.
It can be expanded by the user by:


RTT44 in a version with RS232 transmission (RTT44+RS232 order), version as above is
additionally equipped with RS232 connection for communication with a PC or a PLC controller.



RTT44 in a version with RS485 transmission (RTT44+RS485 order), standard version, additionally
equipped with RS485 connection for transmission from a PC or a PLC.



RTT44 in a version with 4-20mA current output (RTT44+4-20mA order) standard version,
additionally equipped with a 4-20mA connection that controls temperature of the sensor connected
to C channel.



RTT44 version with additional temperature display WTT44 (order RTT44 + WTT44): basic version
with additional connector for external temperature display WTT44, which shows the temperature
sensor in the channel C.



RTT44 in a version with an Ethernet communication port (RTT44+Ethernet order) standard version,
additionally equipped with an Ethernet connection for communication with a PC. In the case of
Ethernet module free software is available for remote visualization RTT44, diagnostic and
registration. (available for free download from the www.hitin.pl)

8. Failures
●

relays remain inactive, though the sensors' status is correct:
Check the system's supply - the lamp on the feeder inside the system should be illuminated
Such symptoms may appear of the system has been destroyed or the feeder has been blocked. The
reason can be high potentials between the sensors or presence of a series of voltage impulses in the
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supply voltage - energy of the impulse enables burnout of internal cut-outs or the protecting varistor
(e.g. atmospheric discharges).
●

the system switches over after connecting sensors from outside, but it does not operate on the
transformer:
check the sensors' resistance and whether they are correctly connected.

Should problems appear, please contact us: +48 (32) 353 41 31 or by electronic mail hitin@hitin.pl.

9. Charts, drawings, diagrams
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Dwg. 1. Arrangement of basic elements on the pcb (standard version)
(A-E – Pt100 or PTC sensors – type of sensors is set from the keyboard or by default,
P1-P5 output relays contacts)
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Dwg. 2. Typical RTT44 connection with Pt100 sensors
An exemplary RTT44 configuration to co-function with 3 Pt100 sensors (3 various temperature thresholds signalling of increased trafo temperature, transformer switching off and switching on forced ventilation):
Channel A (P1 relay) - mode 6 (first temperature threshold - warning, signalling)
Activation of P1 relay takes place when TH1 temperature is exceeded; it is switched off when the
temperature value drops below TL1 for sensor S1, S2 and S3 (A, B and C lines).

Channel B (P2 relay) - mode 6 (second temperature threshold - transformer's deactivation)
Activation of P2 relay takes place when TH2 temperature is exceeded; it is switched off when the
temperature value drops below TL2 for sensor S1, S2 and S3 (A, B and C lines).

Channel C (P3 relay) - mode 6 (third temperature threshold - transformer's ventilation)
Activation of P3 relay takes place when TH3 temperature is exceeded; it is switched off when the
temperature value drops below TL3 for sensor S1, S2 and S3 (A, B and C lines).
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Dwg. 3. Typical RTT44 connection with PTC sensors
An exemplary RTT44 configuration for co-functioning with 3 sets of PTC sensors of various nominal
temperatures of TREF sensors (3 various temperature thresholds - signalling of increased trafo temperature,
transformer deactivation and switching on forced ventilation):
Channel A (P1 relay) - mode 1 (first temperature threshold - warning, signalling)
P1 relay is switched off when nominal temperature of the PTC sensor (Ttrafo>TREF) in A channel is exceeded.
It becomes active when temperature of the transformer's windings does not exceed nominal temperature of
PTC sensor (Ttrafo<TREF).
Channel B (P2 relay) - mode 1 (second temperature threshold - transformer's deactivation)
P2 relay is switched off when nominal temperature of the PTC sensor (Ttrafo>TREF) in B channel is exceeded.
It becomes active when temperature of the transformer's windings does not exceed nominal temperature of
PTC sensor (Ttrafo<TREF).
Channel C (P3 relay) - mode 3 (third temperature threshold - transformer's ventilation)
P3 relay is activated when TH3 temperature is exceeded. It is switched off when temperature drops below
TL3 for S3 sensor (line 3).
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Dwg. 4. Casing dimensions
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10. RTT44 + Ethernet (optional)
Temperature monitoring relay is equipped with an Ethernet module, which can be read on a PC with
appropriate software system RTT44 all indications. Expansion board is placed in the 8-pin socket located on
the main PCB circuits (see Figure 5, Figure 6). Communication frame is provided with documentation.
Ethernet module is configurable from the Ethernet via the DS Manager included on the CD to the
documentation. Receive information on your PC can be arranged through virtual serial port or TCP client
application. To configure the Ethernet module to suit your needs, install the software Device Server Toolkit
is located on the CD. It is a set of tools including:
• DS Manager - a component for managing Ethernet module
• VSP Manager - the component to install / uninstall a virtual serial port.

Dwg. 5 - Place the plate expansion (indicated by the red arrow).

Dwg. 6 - Ethernet expansion board - status LEDs located under the RJ45 socket.

Brand new module is pre-configured to any location on the network does not cause any conflicts. This is a
set of two different layers of communication: Mac address, IP address (192.168.1.93 preset to be changed
according to their own network topology), and TCP port (1001), through which communication will take
place.
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The data exchange between the transmitter and temperature control RTT44 PC:
To exchange of information we can use any application being able to connect via serial and TCP via a local
area network or wide area. The simplest application, and is generally available at the same time the utility
HyperTerminal in Microsoft Windows. It is in the Accessories tab-Communications. When you run the
application, you must configure it right. In the first window that opens, enter a connection name and press
OK. If we establish a connection to the device via a virtual serial port, select the port number and enter the
appropriate parameters, and if over TCP, select TCP / IP - enter the host address (ie the IP address
192.168.1.93-factory) and port number (pre- 1001).
Once connected, we should see solid green LED module status bar, and typing on the keyboard, any string of
characters we see flashes of LED D1-TX, located on the expansion board. For temperature control relay
RTT44 answered a string of box-compatible communication to the documentation that came with the unit
connected to send a message that the relay RTT44 temperature control with serial number 712 is as follows:
STX00712ETX, where the STX-tag beginning, ETX - end tag.
The STX HyperTerminal application is realized using a keyboard shortcut ctr + B, and ETX with ctr + C
The most versatile and convenient way to communicate with the relay RTT44 temperature control is to
create your own application using the available programming languages. An example of universal and free
application that is available on the website is shown in Figure 7:

Dwg. 7 - Free application RTT44, through which we have remote access to information RTT44
temperature control relay (program with instructions to download from the internet page)

11. RTT44 + WTT44 (optional)
RTT44 with additional LED display - WTT44 shows the temperature sensor connected to channel C.
Auxiliary indicator WTT44 should be connected with the RTT44 via a 3-wire cable with a cross-section of 1
to 1.5 mm2. Connect wires as described on the rear panel of the WTT44. (terminals +12 V,-12V and signal).
Permissible distance 15 m of cable connections.
After installing the system does not require any adjustment.
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Dwg. 8 - RTT44 with expansion board for WTT44 (Terminals: +12V, -12V, SIG)

12. RTT44 + RS485 (optional)

The relay is equipped with a communication port RS-485 with which you can read out status of the
relay RTT44. Expansion board is placed in the 8-pin socket (Fig. 5) located on the main board (Fig. 9).
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Dwg. 9 - RTT44 with expansion board RS485

Communication frame is provided with documentation. On the board is a jumper J1, which is used to enable
bus terminator. Data rate should be set to 9600bit /s. RS485 terminals are adequately described.
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The recommendations, which include network design:




We recommend the use of surge protection of cable lines.
Avoid placing low voltage signals and communication signals in the same cable tray with cables,
energy and rapidly changing signals DC. Communication port RS-485 is not isolated. To isolate the
network port of the repeater RS-485.
The network cable is recommended to use shielded twisted pair cable.

13. RTT44 + 4-20mA (optional)
The relay is equipped with current output (passive) 4 to 20mA for measuring temperature sensor
connected to channel C. The required wiring is shown in Figure 10. 4-20mA circuit is powered from a
stabilized power supply which should be separated from RTT44 temperature control relay. Expansion board
is placed in 8-pin slot located on the main circuit board (see Figure 5).
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Dwg. 10 - RTT44 with expansion board 4-20mA
Temperature range: -20 ° C ÷ 220 ° C (4 to 20mA)
Current transducer equation: T = 15 * I - 80 [° C]
where:
I - the loop current [mA]
T - temperature measured for channel C [°C]
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Order form

Please indicate:
I'd like to order

RTT44 …….
RTT44+RS232 …..
RTT44+RS485…….
RTT44+4-20mA…….
RTT44+Ethernet…….

Factory-set temperatures:
TA h (deactivation) ……………… TA l (activation) ………………. C
TB h (deactivation) ……………… TB l (activation) ………………. C
TC h (deactivation) ……………… TC l (activation) ………………. C
TD h (deactivation) ……………… TD l (activation) ………………. C
TE h (deactivation) ……………… TE l (activation) ………………. C

Operation type for D relay
- as for A , B and C ………………….
- timing circuit after exceeding temperature values by A, B or C, time ………….. seconds
- selection of maximum temperature from A, B and C lines …………

Operation type for E relay
- as for A, B and C ………………….
- timing circuit after exceeding temperature values by A, B or C, time ………….. seconds
- selection of maximum temperature from A, B and C lines …………
- selection of temperature difference from D and E ………….

Additional options:
- External display WTT44

…………..

On the website You can download a program of price-list to facilitate the preparation of the final order with regard to
the individual modules, additional options,sensors and pricing. The application does not require installation.
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